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The security landscape changed dramatically with the maturation of cryptoransomware in 2014. Not only did this new type of malware bring about a more lucrative business model for
attackers, it also spurred the adoption of many so- alled e t-ge e dpoi t se u it te h i ues. While these
te h i ues i g i p essi e e apa ilities to the fight agai st al a e, the e is still o o e sil e ullet that
can stop every threat — meaning a blend of advanced techniques is required to achieve maximum protection.
This hite pape takes a lose look at the ad a tages a d disad a tages of a of toda s th eat-protection
techniques, and outlines why organizations should employ a multi-layered, defense-in-depth approach to security.
That app oa h is e odied i T e d Mi o™ XGe ™ endpoint security, which combines cross-generational threat
protection with global threat intelligence to defend against and adapt to the latest threats.
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SHADES OF GRAY: MAKING SENSE OF THE CHANGING THREAT
LANDSCAPE
The security landscape used to be black and white: traditional anti-virus signatures and web filtering protected
against k o
ad e tities; hitelists a d appli atio o t ol e su ed use s e e e posed to o l the k o
good files.
But as the IT environment becomes more sophisticated, so do the threats faced by businesses of all sizes across
every industry. As organizations transition to the cloud and adopt an ever-increasing number of mobile devices —
and with their employees often using their own personal devices and cloud-based file-sharing services at work —
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the possible attack surface has broadened beyond just on-premises infrastructure.
Mo e o e i g, ho e e , is the a atta ke s a e o looki g at thei
o k as a usi ess — and investing a
considerable amount of money into evasion techniques that allow them to slip through the security measures put
in place by most organizations.

The new business model for attackers
Security vendors have seen a fundamental shift in the commodity malware industry in recent years. One moment
stands out in particular: the introduction of crypto-ransomware in 2013 (and its maturation as a viable method of
attack the following year), which dramatically changed the business model for online attackers.
Consider the ways a malware infection can be monetized. An attacker can:
•

Rent out infected servers to send spam, launch distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks or mine for Bitcoins

•

Steal money directly from the victim (e.g., through a banking trojan)

•

Steal the i ti

•

Ra so

s data or intellectual property

the files o the i ti

s o pute

Each approach has different costs, risks and potential rewards for the attacker. It
takes a lot of infrastructure to control and maintain a botnet of infected servers —
and the prices people a e illi g to pa fo spa ots a d DDoS-for-hi e se i es
a e t pi all uite lo . While steali g o e di e tl f o a pe so s a k
account can lead to potentially high rewards, doing so requires a complex system
of o e ules to lau de that o e . What s o e, e e getti g to that poi t
can be quite difficult, as most banks have comprehensive systems in place to
detect any suspicious transactions and stop them before they go through. And
when it comes to stealing intellectual property, attackers must first identify the
value of the stolen data (if there even is any) and then be able to find a buyer for
it, usually resulting in a long, drawn-out sales process.
In comparison, ransoming a computer and its files allows attackers to quickly
realize a premium price per infection (most charge between $500 and $1,000 for
decryption keys) and get paid immediately in Bitcoin, which can be anonymized
using a Bitcoin scrambler to ensure the transaction can never be traced.

What is crypto-ransomware?
Crypto-ransomware is different from
traditional malware in that its purpose is not
to steal the vi ti s data. I fa t, the data
e e lea es the i ti s o pute . I stead,
the malware locks, encrypts or otherwise
prevents access to the data and files located
on the computer — unless the victim pays a
ransom. Once the ransom has been paid, the
attacker provides a decryption key that
u lo ks the data. If the a so is t paid o
time, the price may go up — or the malware
could even delete the encrypted files or post
them publicly.
The fear of losing priceless data will push
many victims to pay, especially businesses
and institutions (such as hospitals) whose
day-to-day productivity relies heavily on the
availability of their data.
Crypto-ransomware is typically distributed
via exploit kits, social engineering schemes
and spam emails.

The evasion and detection arms race
Due to the fast and impressive return on investment of crypto-ransomware, attackers are able to re-invest their
ea i gs i to e e asio te h i ues — which help them take in even more money so they can further
strengthen their evasion capabilities.
Many attackers no longer rely on free (or very cheap) botnets, instead compromising or, in some cases, purchasing
legiti ate i f ast u tu e f o
hi h to lau h thei atta ks: data e te s a d ISPs that o t appea o a
blacklists. In the past, the links in spam emails would have directed victims to dodgy websites likely to be caught by
anti-spa filte s; atta ke s o o p o ise legiti ate e se e s, hi h the edi e t thei i ti s o se s to
the malicious website.
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Social engineering attacks are also on the rise, which see people tricked into handing
over their confidential information through fake web pages that replicate the look and feel of banks, government
agencies or utility companies, complete with CAPTCHA fields or obfuscated JavaScript to avoid detection.
A othe o e is the use of pol o phi al a e hash fa to ies , hi h a auto ati all ha ge the
characteristics of their malware files on a regular basis — as quickly as every 15 seconds, in the case of the Cerber
1
crypto-ransomware. By constantly inserting new pieces of code into the malware to make variants of the file
(usually a sequence of non-effective assembly instructions or arbitrary benign API functions), it becomes practically
impossible for traditional, static, signature-based detection to keep pace.
Other new techniques for avoiding signature-based detection include splitting the crypto- a so
a e s ai
malicious logic into many small sequences of instructions that are scattered across the entire malware binary, then
o e ted togethe th ough u o ditio al ju ps. The e is also pa ked al a e, hi h includes a short piece of
code and a long string of data. The code decompresses or decrypts the data into a new piece of code that is then
executed — and that new code can be packed again and then decrypt itself to produce the actual malicious code.
By abusing legitimate web services and creating malware that can easily avoid detection, attackers have upended
the traditional IT security paradigm. Suddenly, the systems and applications that have always been classified as
k o good do t look uite as se u e a
o e. The di idi g li e et ee la k a d hite has ee
uddled —
esulti g i a o sta tl g o i g g a a ea that is u h ha de to defe d agai st.

Responding to the gray with multi-layered endpoint protection
In response to the proliferation of gray-area threats, security vendors have developed a number of so- alled e tge th eat-protection techniques in recent years: sandboxing, behavior monitoring and vulnerability shielding, to
a e a fe . While these ha e all added i p essi e e se u it apa ilities to the i , it s i po ta t fo
enterprises of all sizes to recognize that no one next-gen technique can possibly protect against every threat.
As a al sts su h as Ga t e s Neil Ma Do ald ha e ee sa i g fo ea s, a ulti-layered, defense-in-depth
2
approach to security is the best way to ensure maximum protection. This means having many different security
techniques working together and complementing each other to catch the highest possible percentage of malicious
ele e ts. If a o ga izatio elies o just o e o t o te h i ues fo its se u it eeds, the e s a u h g eate
likelihood something bad will slip through the cracks — with potentially devastating consequences.
Although new threat-protection techniques are typically available as individual point products when they first
arrive on the market, most will eventually end up consolidated into an endpoint protection platform delivered by a
single security vendor. As MacDonald points out on the Gartner blog, relying on a single vendor for endpoint
security does not lead to a loss of defense-in-depth. Instead, an integrated endpoint protection platform can help
organizations eliminate the gaps in security coverage and visibility that can occur when using a mix of different
2
point products — all while achieving significant cost savings and operational simplification.

“Cerber ransomware morphing every 15 seconds.” SecurityWeek, June 2016. Available from http://www.securityweek.com/cerberransomware-morphing-every-15-seconds.
1

MacDonald, Neil. “Defense-in-depth doesn’t mean spend-in-depth.” Gartner Blog Network, March 2009. Available from:
http://blogs.gartner.com/neil_macdonald/2009/03/04/defense-in-depth-doesnt-mean-spend-in-depth/.
2
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PEELING BACK THE LAYERS OF DEFENSE-IN-DEPTH
Protection and detection techniques are always evolving: as threats become more sophisticated, new ways of
defending against them continue to emerge. (Soon followed, of course, by new ways of evading detection.) For
example, signature-based detection long ago evolved to include file reputation, making it possible to wipe away
billions of known threats with very high performance. But in the face of more advanced and unknown threats,
e e that is t e ough — necessitating the development of the advanced security capabilities seen today.

Figure 1. Evolution of endpoint security techniques

Every endpoint protection technology, including the latest advanced techniques, has its advantages and
disad a tages. That s hat akes the ulti-layered approach so important. If a malicious file happens to get past
one layer of security (because the web server behind the attack is not on a blacklist, for instance), it is backed up
by the capabilities of several more layers of defense, each relying on a different style of protection and detection.
So what techniques should be part of a multi-layered endpoint protection platform?

Signature-based detection
Traditional signature-based anti-virus and anti-malware offer a high level of protection against known threats in a
very computationally efficient way. (The process of matching files against a list of known malware signatures is far
less CPU-intensive than the more advanced behavior-based detection techniques.) But with new variants of
crypto-ransomware being released every minute, the usefulness of signature-based detection as a standalone
security technique is waning. To provide any real value to an enterprise, it must be complemented by a wide range
of other techniques.
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Still, signature-based detection should be a part of a multi-layered security approach,
including:


File and web reputation – Blocks the execution of any files, URLs and websites that match the signature
of a known malicious item, but has difficulties with unknown/unrecognized threats (such as polymorphic
or pa ked al a e o atta ks o igi ati g f o a good ISP o data e te .



C&C blocking – Examines and shuts down endpoint traffic (over any port) that is attempting to connect to
or contact a known command-and-control (C&C) server.

Non-signature-based detection
These techniques defend against malware without requiring any previous knowledge of exact file signatures.
I stead, the ake dete i atio s ased o a file s ha a te isti s a d eha io . So e of the te h i ues to e
included in a multi-layered security approach include the following:

Variant protection
Variant protection looks for obfuscated, polymorphic or variants of malware by using fragments of previously seen
malware and detection algorithms.

Census check
The likelihood that a file is malicious can be determined in part by its prevalence and maturity (i.e., how often it
has been seen over a given time period). Files that have never been detected are considered to be more
suspicious. This technique has proven to be quite strong against malware hash factories.

Whitelisting check
To reduce false positives on endpoint detections, all files should be checked against a database of known and
e ified good files. As a e a ple, T e d Mi o s e tified safe soft a e hitelist o tai s al ost o e illion
known good files.)

Behavioral analysis
This technique examines an item as it is unpacked, looking for suspicious or unusual behavior in how it interacts
with operating systems, applications and scripts — e e if the ite is t o a la klist. While pto-ransomware
can easily pass by traditional anti-virus (by being a freshly compiled executable), it will behave suspiciously as it
loads into memory, triggering further action. As attackers are still finding it difficult to evade behavior-based
detection, this technique is a must-have for any organization.
Behavioral analysis can take many forms, including:
•

Script protection – Checks for malicious code or scripts within files attempting to execute on the endpoint
(e.g., Office macros, scripts in PDF, PowerShell scripts).

•

Injection protection – Blo ks p o esses f o
libraries).

•

Suspicious action monitoring – Examines an item as it is loading or running, looking for suspicious
behavior in how it interacts with other processes.

•

Ransomware protection – Looks for rapid obfuscation/encryption of files by an unknown process, then
terminates that process and restores the encrypted files.
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•

Memory inspection – Evaluates processes running in memory, scanning
them for malware (or fragments of recognizable malware) as an item is unpacked into memory. This
e su es al a e pa ke tools a t just o fus ate a olde k o pie e of al a e.

•

Browser exploit protection – Uses emulation and algorithmic detection technology to protect against
exploit code on web pages (e.g., exploits in Java and Flash).

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

Can catch items that get through signature-based
blacklists

•

•

Can examine behavior of malicious documents in known
good applications (e.g., PDFs)

•

May enable analysis in the network before malware
reaches the endpoint

Has a reputation for producing more false positives
(especially if not paired with whitelists and filereputation techniques) and, as a result, requiring more IT
management than other detection methods, causing
some organizations to disable this function in their
endpoint protection platforms

•

Can be somewhat more CPU-intensive than other
protection methods

Exploit prevention
While the e a e hu d eds of thousa ds of ali ious files out the e, the e a e t e
a u i ue exploits that can
e used to o p o ise a use s s ste . As su h, it is ofte easie to fo us o p e e ti g the e ploitatio of
specific application or OS-related vulnerabilities rather than blocking the files themselves. Also known as
vulnerability shielding, exploit prevention techniques can include:
•

Host-based firewalls – Protects endpoints on the network using stateful inspection and network virus
scanning.

•

Exploit protection – Monitors programs that demonstrate abnormal behavior associated with exploit
attacks, and uses multiple heuristic analysis techniques to detect exploit code on web pages as users
attempt to access them with their browsers.

•

Intrusion prevention – Blocks network-based exploits of known vulnerabilities in popular applications and
operating systems by using host-based intrusion prevention (HIPS) rules that provide a virtual patch.

•

Lateral movement detection – Uses IDS/IPS signatures on network traffic at the endpoint solutions to
detect and block the lateral movement (or spread) of malicious activity across servers, workstations and
laptops.

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

Able to block unknown threats targeting known
vulnerabilities in an OS or application

•

Ca t lo k al a e that does t e ploit appli atio or
OS vulnerabilities

•

Helps when OS or application patches are not yet
available or will never be (e.g., legacy OS)

•

Intrusion prevention is generally less effective against
zero-day application or OS vulnerabilities

•

Can detect malicious activity and attempts by malware to
sp ead a oss a o ga izatio s et o k

Application control/whitelisting
This technique blocks the installation and execution of any executables that aren't known good applications or
d a i li k li a ies DLLs . It esse tiall offe s full o t ol o e hi h appli atio s a a d a t e used i a
enterprise environment. While this tactic can be very effective, few organizations are willing to limit their users to
only those applications found on a whitelist.
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Because of the level of intervention required to manage this process, application
control has traditionally been used only for servers or dedicated-fu tio
a hi es he e appli atio s a e t
changed very often. However, the latest techniques are much more user-friendly, with automated rules and
policies that give users the flexibility to install new applications as long as they meet specific criteria preestablished by their administrators. With these advances, application control can provide greater value in dynamic
user environments (e.g., typical laptop and desktop setups).

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

Does t eed to ide tif
instead

•

Only stops executables and will miss other malicious
actions or vulnerability exploits (unless they launch a
separate executable)

•

Vendors can supply whitelist from the cloud

•

Deterministic (i.e., it knows what it will stop)

•

Some solutions require a locally defined whitelist, which
can take time to produce

•

Can be used for system lockdown

•

•

Ve do s

Can help with corporate policy on appropriate usage,
category-based exclusions, etc.

•

Some solutions rely on vendor certificates to determine
ali ious ess athe tha the app s characteristics),
aki g the ul e a le to ode sig i g o p o ise
attacks

al a e; lo ks u k o

apps

hitelists

a

a

i

o plete ess

Investigation and forensics
Also known as endpoint detection and response (EDR), this technique records and reports on system-level
activities in great detail, allowing for rapid analysis of the nature and extent of an attack. The information collected
can provide valuable insight into ho a i fe tio p opagates th ough a o pa s s ste s a d a help
determine the extent of data loss — all of which can be leveraged to make better detection and prevention
decisions in the future. However, this is a purely reactive technique implemented after an attack has already
o u ed; it t pi all a t lo k a
al a e o its o . I additio , a high le el of skill a d t ai i g is e ui ed fo
IT teams to analyze and take action on the collected data in a useful way.

BRINGING A NEW LEVEL OF INTELLIGENCE TO SECURITY WITH
MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning represents the newest and most intriguing of the advanced security techniques. By constantly
analyzing the attributes and characteristics of both known good and known bad files, machine learning algorithms
a t ai dete tio e gi es to adapt to the latest th eats a d e o e effi ie t i lo ki g e u k o
ali ious ite s. It s a po e ful te h i ue that e o es e e st o ge ith the ise of al a e hash fa to ies
because the more malware is transformed, the more data these algorithms have available to analyze, leading to
even better performance.
While many security vendors are hyping machine learning as a cutting-edge innovation (and often claiming it as a
o petiti e diffe e tiato , it s not an entirely new concept. Most vendors have been relying on machine learning
as far back as 2005, when it was first used to train anti-spam engines. The technology has evolved continuously
si e the a d a o e fou d u de the hood of a a ge of alware detection and prevention techniques,
from spam detection to URL reputation and categorization, to detecting malicious social media accounts.
So why is machine learning getting the spotlight now? It ties back to the maturation of crypto-ransomware in 2014.
Before then, enterprises were more concerned with business-critical false positives than missed detections.
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Because it requires a lot of time and effort for an IT administrator to track down and
analyze the source of a false positive (potentially leading to costly business disruptions), many companies simply
put up with a certain number of malware infections. As machine learning had the reputation of producing high
false positive rates (and still does, to some extent), security vendors employed the technique rather
conservatively.
When attackers realized they could quickly and easily extort money directly from the owner of an infected
computer (rather than using the infected computer for other means), the paradigm flipped: suddenly, a missed
detection could create a much larger business disruption than a false positive. With their critical business data on
the line, enterprises decided they would rather be safe than sorry.

Going beyond with high-fidelity machine learning
The most recent advancements in machine learning have focused on file-based threat detection across endpoints,
servers and gateways. Rather than looking for a specific behavior or file signature, this type of machine learning
i ol es e t a ti g a file s featu es esse tiall , its u de l i g DNA a d the usi g athe ati al algo ith s to
determine/predict whether that file is malicious. This is typically expressed as a percentage based on if the file in
question contains some or many of the characteristics of a known bad file.
The algorithms are trained and learn from data on existing verified
good and bad files — and the more data the algorithms have to work
with, the more accurate their predictions will be, especially when
dealing with zero-day attacks. (Going forward, the real competitive
differentiation between security vendors will be how well they are
able to train their machine learning algorithms, determined by the
reliability, timeliness and volume of their sources of known good and
bad files.)
To provide a more robust level of malware protection, a new
te h i ue k o as high-fidelit
a hi e lea i g a e used to
e t a t a d a al ze a file s characteristics both before and during its
execution. This allows for determinations to be made based on more
than just a static snapshot of the file — machine learning can also
detect files that reveal certain malicious characteristics only upon
execution.

Leading the way in high-fidelity
machine learning
Trend Micro was the first security vendor to
i fuse high fidelit
a hi e lea i g i to its
approach, analyzing files both before and
du i g u ti e, aug e ted
oise
a ellatio te h i ues su h as e sus a d
whitelist checking (against a database of
nearly 1 billion good files) at each layer to
reduce false positives.
To e su e the highest fidelit , T e d Mi o s
algorithms use only the features that will
lead to the most accurate detection —
without the performance impact or higher
rates of false positives common to other
e do s a hi e lea i g te h ologies.

This two-tiered process that is central to high-fidelity machine
learning also helps increase overall detection accuracy. During the
These algorithms are trained from the data
collected by the Trend Micro Smart
pre-execution phase, machine learning can block malware before it
Protection Network, which uses a global
has a chance to run. However, if the malware uses obfuscation
network of hundreds of millions of sensors
methods such as packers or self-extracting archive techniques to
to capture and analyze terabytes of threatavoid detection at this phase, there is a next step at which it can be
related data on a daily basis.
caught by high-fidelity machine learning. On execution, malware
reveals its true intentions — and the behavior it shows during
runtime allows for more precise security features to be examined.
(Even though it is much harder for malware to avoid detection during execution, there is a chance it could cause
pa tial da age to a o ga izatio s s ste s a d de i es efore its processes can be terminated.)
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High-fidelity machine learning is made even more efficient through the integration of
oise a ellatio te h i ues su h as e sus a d hitelist he ks, hi h help to g eatl edu e the i ide e of
false positives (and, in turn, avoid the major headaches false positives can give to IT administrators).

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

Works well on unknown executable malware that is
heavily manipulated and typically gets through
traditional signature-based blacklists

•

Can be somewhat more CPU-intensive than other
protection methods

•

•

Runtime machine learning an analyze behavioral features
during execution

Generally weaker at detecting scripts and macros (e.g. in
Office docs)

•

•

Can detect techniques that attempt to avoid sandboxes

Has higher rates of false positives if not paired with
census and whitelist checking and other layers of
endpoint security

•

Ca t see eha io al featu es du i g u ti e if p eexecution machine learning is used on its own (as is the
case with some vendors)

Using malware DNA to stop zero-day attacks
High-fidelity machine learning can be used to effectively analyze and compare the DNA (i.e., its core features and
characteristics) of an unknown/zero-day file to that of a known crypto-ransomware file even when the file
sig atu es do t at h.
If the crypto- a so
a e has ee
odified a hash fa to , fo e a ple, so e ele e ts of the e a ia t s
underlying code will look very similar to those found in the code of the known version of the file (as illustrated by
green boxes below). However, as everything else in the code will be different (red boxes), it is unlikely that
traditional methods (such as file reputation or variant protection) will be able to match the variant to the known
bad file.

Figure 2. Limited code similarities between new and known malware variants

But by extracting and analyzing thousands (or even tens of thousands) of different features across the entire file,
machine learning can pick out the many similarities to a known version of crypto-ransomware. By identifying these
si ila ities i the al a e s featu es — its DNA — the machine learning algorithms can confidently determine that
the unknown file is crypto-ransomware.
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There are a number of different ways machine learning can extract and observe the
featu es that ake up a pie e of al a e s DNA, i ludi g usi g its op ode a d i po t ta le:
Ransom-Tescrypt1
(known sample)

Ransom-Tescrypt2
(unknown)

Figure 3. DNA similarities between new and unknown malware variants

A strong defense… for now
By looking closely at file features, advanced machine learning technology can correlate threat information and
perform in-depth file analysis to more accurately predict emerging unknown security risks.
But it is not the fi al o d i
al a e p ote tio . Despite the lai s of so e e do s, it is ot the sil e ullet
that will put an end to malware once for and all. Like every other security technique discussed thus far, machine
learning has its strengths as well as its weaknesses.
First, machine learning requires large volumes of data and significant amounts of processing power (and associated
backend infrastructure) to complete in an effective and efficient way. In addition, as more and more vendors adopt
and promote machine learning techniques, it is a certainty that the malware itself will change in response as
attackers try to evade detection (just as spam did more than a decade ago to defeat the machine learning of that
era). To pass through existing machine learning solutions, malware will likely start to leverage legitimate packing
tools, use self-extracting archives and other installers, be written in other programming languages or formats.
By bringing a new level of intelligence to endpoint security, machine learning is a highly valuable tool in the fight
against modern malware. But to defend against these new scenarios, it needs to be backed by comprehensive
whitelists, malware family patterns and other carefully crafted detection techniques as part of a multi-layered,
defense-in-depth approach to online security.
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STRONGER TOGETHER: THE VALUE OF A MULTILAYERED APPROACH TO SECURITY
The key to the multi-layered approach to security is that every protection and detection technique, including
machine learning, ust o k i o e t, uildi g o ea h othe s st e gths a d p o idi g the apa ilities eeded
to compensate for their weaknesses.

More accurate detection at less cost
The primary reason to adopt a defense-in-depth approach to security is that it results in extremely high catch
rates, including for crypto-ransomware. For the small number of malware that will slip through both the signatureand behavior-based detection techniques, nearly every malicious file will be caught deeper down the funnel by
advanced machine learning processes.
In addition, multi-layered threat protection means fewer false positives and better system performance. As a much
smaller set of unknown files will need to undergo machine learning techniques (which are both computationally
inte si e a d k o to p odu e o e false positi es , less st ai is put o a o ga izatio s IT s ste s a d
resources.

Figure 4. Delivering more efficient security with multi-layered threat protection

Sharing intelligence for faster, more adaptive security
Organizations must be in a position to manage risk before, during and after an attack. This requires more than just
a multi-layered approach to security — it requires the techniques comprising that approach to seamlessly
communicate with each other, sharing threat intelligence across the entire enterprise network to accelerate time
to respond and adapt to new threats for more effective endpoint protection.
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This ki d of a hite tu e is efe ed to T e d Mi o as o e ted th eat defe se
— and it involves a constant cycle of protecting against, detecting and responding to threats.

Figure 5. Trend Micro connected threat defense framework

Organizations need to be able to protect themselves from as many threats as possible from entering their
environment. This starts with having a good understanding of the potential threats they face. Organizations should
conduct a vulnerability assessment across the entire enterprise, taking an inventory of all endpoints, applications
and servers — and fully understanding their vulnerabilities and exploits. With that insight, a range of capabilities
can be deployed to proactively protect their endpoints, including antimalware file reputation, encryption, web
filtering, intrusion prevention, host-based firewalls and more.
Despite the fact that a very large percentage of threats can be prevented with these techniques, there will always
be some advanced threats that sneak through the defenses. For these, organizations require detection techniques
like the ones discussed earlier in this paper, including behavioral analysis, machine learning, application control
and lateral movement detection.
Rapid and automated response to detected threats is also critical. Where possible, security updates should be
deployed automatically in real time, further enhancing protection.
Finally, organizations need to have visibility across their environment and security techniques, using analytics to
fully assess the risk and impact of an attack.

TREND MICRO: AN INNOVATOR IN SECURITY
Drawing on more than 27 years of experience, Trend Micro is a proven leader in multi-layered, defense-in-depth
security approaches, offering all organizations multiple protection and detection techniques to eliminate security
gaps across any user activity and any endpoint. Trend Micro™ XGen™ endpoint security offers a unique blend of
cross-generational threat protection techniques — encompassing the full spectrum of signature- and behaviorbased techniques, including high-fidelity machine learning — to ensure the right technique is consistently applied
at the right time.
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To enable more efficient and accurate malware detection, XGen™ endpoint security is powered by global, cloudbased threat intelligence from the Trend Micro Smart Protection Network, which continuously mines data from
around the world to ensure we have a constant stream of good and bad file information from which to train our
machine learning algorithms. Through our commitment to connected threat defense, XGen™endpoint security can
constantly adapt to protect against future attacks, evolving to find new crypto-ransomware and other unknown
threats (including zero-day attacks) by automatically sharing threat
intelligence among the various security layers.

More than 27 years of innovation
The Trend Micro Smart Protection Network consists of:


A global network of hundreds of millions of sensors to
collect more threat information in more places — 16 billion
threat queries daily — including data on files, IPs, URLs,
mobile apps, operating system vulnerabilities and more



Global threat intelligence that analyzes terabytes of data on
a daily basis, drawing from a database of nearly 1 billion
known good files to identify 500,000 new, unique threats
each day



Proactive cloud-based protection to block threats — as
many as 250 million daily — and minimize risk

Trend Micro was the first major vendor to
integrate machine learning, signature-based
detection and behavioral analysis into a
unified, multi-layer approach to security. We
were also the first to:


Deliver connected threat defense
across endpoints, email and web
gateways with network breach
detection and sandboxing



Integrate security for Amazon Web
Services and Microsoft Azure cloud
environments



Integrate virtualization security

Trend Micro also provides a single console/dashboard across all
with VMware
endpoints and gateways — whether on-premises or in the cloud —

Deliver threat intelligence from
for strong centralized visibility, with user-centric threat timelines and
the cloud
forensics tools to simplify threat investigation. Security and
compliance are improved through the seamless sharing of
intelligence across the layers of defense, centralized threat and data protection policy management capabilities,
and integrated security management and analysis across multiple layers of protection to defend against advanced
threats that exploit multiple attack vectors.

CONCLUSION
Crypto-ransomware had a profound impact on the security game, facilitating the development of advanced
p ote tio a d dete tio te h i ues su h as a hi e lea i g. But e e the latest te h i ues a e t po e ful
enough to stop every threat on their own.
Based on nearly three decades of experience in the security industry, Trend Micro strongly recommends that all
organizations adopt a multi-layered, defense-in-depth approach to online security. Rather than relying on just one
or two of the so- alled e t-ge te h i ues i isolatio , a o ust, ulti-layered approach should involve a vast
array of signature- and non-signature based security techniques — working together and sharing threat
intelligence to improve detection accuracy and deliver a maximum level of protection.
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Trend Micro Incorporated, a global leader in cyber security solutions, helps to make
the world safe for exchanging digital information. Our innovative solutions for
consumers, businesses, and governments provide layered security for data centers,
cloud environments, networks, and endpoints.
With o e 5,000 e plo ees i o e 50 ou t ies a d the o ld s ost ad a ed glo al
threat intelligence, Trend Micro enables organizations to secure their journey to the
cloud. For more information, visit www.trendmicro.com.
©2016 by Trend Micro Incorporated. All rights reserved. Trend Micro, the Trend Micro t-ball logo, and Smart Protection Network are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Trend Micro Incorporated. All other company and/or product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their
owners. Information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. [WP01_XGen_SilverBullet_161013US2]
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